Abstract. For traditional RSS location method has higher requirements of environmental factors, the workload in the design and calibration and operation phase is great and efficiency is lower, so it put forward a kind of wireless sensor network localization algorithm based on online calibration modeling of RSS anchor node. First of all, to filter the anchor nodes with weak signal and large uncertainty by using the standard deviation threshold method, and make on-line modeling on the relationship between the distance of anchor node and the unknown node and received signal strength. Secondly, using the cycle calibration way for real-time correction of the on-line model, then locate the unknown node by using the weighted average method, thus establish adaptive mechanism of the environmental factors to realize the real-time accurate positioning of the node. Finally, through simulation to indicate this method can effectively locate the unknown nodes in wireless sensor network and its precision meets the requirements, algorithm is simple and easy to implement with practical application value.
Introduction
Wireless sensor network (WSN) has widely used in civil, military and other key areas and important role in [1] . In recent years, wireless sensor network location technology maturity, there are two main directions in this field: the range type localization algorithm and ranging localization algorithm [2] . Ranging localization algorithm of type on the positioning precision of the important indicators are better than the ranging localization algorithm, and there are three main distance access: one is based on the access point distance, use of the unknown node and anchor node connection and the Angle between the reference direction to obtain, such as the AOA [3] algorithm, etc. second, it is based on the time of the distance access, that is, through the wireless signal transmission time calculated each other distance between nodes, such as TOA [4] , TDOA [5] , etc. third is based on the Received Signal Strength (Received Signal Strength, or RSS, the distance of the access method. Although the method based on time and Angle to get a high level of accuracy, but time and Angle calculation module need higher energy consumption limits the both
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RSS Online Modeling Location Algorithm
Based on RSS localization algorithm is the core of constructing the mapping relationship between distance and received signal strength of RSS, the mapping relationship is based on wireless sensor network (WSN) RSS values with the increase of distance attenuation based on assumptions. For RSS localization algorithm based on wireless sensor network research mainly divided into two categories: based on the mapping, and based on the model. Because based on mapping algorithm needs to the early stage of the training of network mapping relationship, the inconvenience for the realization of large-scale sensor networks. So in this paper, the localization algorithm based on the model, the theoretical model of a typical formula as follows:
where, 
It can define the residual error formula between actual data and model predicted value:
Then, the selection of linear coefficient a,b can be solved by the following formula.
Where, 
RSS Real-Time Location Algorithm Steps
There are mainly three steps of RSS real-time location algorithm: one is on-line modeling calibration, second is on-line anchor node location algorithm; third is the unknown node location algorithm. The algorithm pseudo-code can be shown as table 1. comp the ave RSS (RSSAvg) of received locReq 8:
determ the dist using RSS-to distance mapping 9:
send the measured distance to unknown node 10: stop t2 and relaunch t1 11: end if estim locat using lateration tech 5: end if
The steps of real-time location algorithm as follows: Step1: the exchange of information of each anchor node with neighboring anchor nodes, collected the original RSS measurements (prbMsg).
Step2: According to section 1.2 calculate the standard deviation of the received signal strength for each anchor node, to filter the anchor node on the basis of the standard deviation combined with threshold, and remove the anchor node with overlarge amplitude change, and stored in neighbourhood table of the anchor nodes (neighTB).
Step3: Using the storage data of Step 2 to generate on-line the distance and the RSS value model.
Step4: Whether the calibration cycle achieved or not, yes then turn to Step1, cycle calibration of online model. Otherwise turn to Step5.
Step5: According to section 1.2, to calculate the standard deviation of received anchor node signal strength of location node, and filter according to standard deviation combined with rank, to select the given number of m anchor nodes to participate in location.
Step6: Using formula (12) to (14) to calculate node coordinate, and locate unknown node, then output the location coordinate.
Step7: To determine whether satisfy location cycle or not, yes then turn to Step 4, no then turn to Setp7, algorithm into dormant state.
Conclusion
It proposed a kind of wireless sensor network localization algorithm based on the anchor node RSS online modeling calibration (AMC -RSS -Loc), used to solve the higher requirement of traditional RSS location method on environmental factors, the construction of network and the algorithm to calculate the more complex problems. From the perspective of online real-time calibration modeling, the algorithm through the filter and limit of anchor node participating in location, excluded the poor influence of anchor nodes with larger interference larger on location accuracy and algorithm complexity. The simulation experiments show that AMC -RSS -Loc algorithm on energy consumption and dynamic target tracking performance are superior to the compared algorithm. Through the static location influence factors experiment, it gave the influence trend of the signal transmission power and number of anchor nodes selection on location error, and provided the reference data for the network debugging. Simulation shows that the method can effectively locate the unknown nodes in the wireless sensor network and its accuracy meet the requirements, algorithm is simple and easy to implement with practical application value.
